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about, and from the tendency in speech to rely on concrete and ex modes of discourse. As Havelock emphasizes, writing helps to sep knower from the known.
This contrast between the two media is reinforced when we turn to the story of how we learn to speak and to write as individuals. We learn speech as infants-from parents who love us and naturally reward us for speaking at all. Our first audience works overtime to hear the faintest intention in our every utterance, no matter how hidden or garbled that meaning may be. Children aren't so much criticized for getting something wrong as praised for having anything at all to say-indeed they are often praised even for emitting speech as pure play with no message intended.
What a contrast between that introduction to speech and the introduction to writing which most children get in school. Students can never feel writing as an activity they engage in as freely, frequently, or spontaneously as they do in speech. Indeed, because writing is almost always a requirement set by the teacher, the act of writing takes on a "required" quality, sometimes even the aspect of punishment. I can still hear the ominous cadence in my ears: "Take out your pens." Indeed, in the classic case of school punishment the crime is speech and the punishment is writing ("I will not talk in class. I will not talk in class."). Do some teachers still insist, as some of mine did, that ink must be used? The effect was to heighten our sense of writing as indelible, as the act of making irrevocable choices-as though there were something wrong about changing our minds.
I don't want to imply gradgrindish conditions which may no longer be widespread. But the school setting in which most of us learn to write and have most of our writing experiences till we leave school is just one more reason why we experience writing as more indelible than speech-and why we experience writing as inherently a medium for getting it right.4
But we need to turn this accustomed picture upside down.
II. Speech as Indelible, Writing as Ephemeral
As Roland Barthes says, "it is ephemeral speech which is indelible, not monumental writing. . . . Speech is irreversible: a [spoken) word cannot be retracted . . ." ("Death of the Author"). Precisely because speech is nothing but temporary crowdings in air molecules, we can never revise it. If we speak in the hearing of others-and we seldom speak otherwise-our words are heard by listeners who can remember them even (or especially) if we say something we wish they would forget. Once we've said (as a joke), "I've never liked that shirt you gave me," or (in a fight), "Well damn it, that is a woman's job," or even (in a seminar, without thinking about what our colleagues might think of us), "I've never been able to understand that poem"-or once Jesse Jackson refers to Jews in public as "hymies"-once any of these words are spoken, none can be undone.
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Speech is inherently more indelible than writing als vivid medium. When we speak, listeners don't just s us-how we hold and move ourselves. Even if we only phone or on the radio-perhaps even someone we've ne rience the texture of her talk: the rhythms, emphase tonalities of speech which give us a dramatized sense o sonality. And if we don't reveal ourselves more throu writing, that too is taken as a revelation: someone wi "he seems a bit cool and aloof."
But perhaps you will reply that casual speech is more ephemeral than writing. Yet there are plenty of occasions when we are trying as hard as we can to "get it right" in speech-because our speech is "a speech," or an "oral report," or discourse to strangers; or for some reason we feel we are being carefully judged for our speech, as in a job interview. Perhaps casual speech is more common in our culture-or in literate or print cultures-than in others.
In oral cultures such as the Homeric Greek, the Anglo-Saxon, and the Native American, there was scorn for anyone who spoke hasty unplanned words. Perhaps we fall into the assumption that speech is ephemeral because we live in a blabbing culture.
In short, our sense of speech as ephemeral and writing as indelible stems not so much from the nature of speech and writing as media but from how and where they are most often used. (And researched. See Schafer, "Spoken and Written," for a corrective view.) Our paradigm for speech is casual conversation among trusted friends; our paradigm for writing is more formal discourse to a little-known audience or an audience that is likely to judge us on our utterance.
So far from speech being ephemeral, then, the problem wi it isn't ephemeral enough. What we need is a mode of discou ephemeral-we need the luxury of being able to utter ev minds and not have anyone hear it until after we decide wha or how we want to say it. Interestingly enough, the most in all is also the most ephemeral: writing.
However indelible the ink, writing can be completely evan out consequences. We can write in solitude-indeed we seldo wise-we can write whatever we want, we can write as badly we can write one thing and then change our mind. No one n we've written or how we've written it. In short, writing tur ideal medium for getting it wrong. (This evanescence of writing enhanced by the new electronic media where words are just netic impulses on a screen or a disk.) Perhaps there's nothing new in the idea of writing as eph the phrase from Barthes has tempted me into that Gallic we to phrase the obvious as a scandal. In the days of parchment last, but now we are flooded with ephemeral temporary docume
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But though we float on a rising tide of ephemeral writing, our writing h its and instincts are dominated by the old assumption that writing is i ble. That is, most people, even when they are writing a draft that no on read, nevertheless write by habit as though readers were going to see it. Do I gerate? Plenty of people experiment or make a mess as they write. Yet do most people do when they are writing along and they suddenly wo whether they really believe what they are about to write, or whether it up on examination, or even whether it is well phrased. Most people stop ing and don't resume writing till they have figured out what they want to This feels like a reasonable and normal way to behave, but notice the as tion it reveals: that the function of writing is to record what we have alrea decided-not to figure out whether we believe it. If we were speaking, would be much more likely to speak the train of thought as it comes to even though we're not sure of our final opinion-as a way of making up minds. It is almost as though we fear, as we write, that someone might at a moment swoop down and read what we have just written and see that rubbish.
Thus writing for most people is dominated by the experience of not ing: of elaborate planning beforehand to decide what to write and freq pausing in midcourse to search for the right word or the right path. This n writing behavior is not surprising since planning is probably stressed than anything else in advice to writers. (This advice is stressed not only in ditional textbooks but in recent ones such as Linda Flower's.) But becau my own difficulties in writing, I have come to notice the enormous cog and linguistic leverage that comes from learning to avoid the mentality nated by the indelibility of writing and learning instead to explo ephemeral or "under" side of writing. It feels very different to put words not as commitment but as trial, or as Barthes and some of the constructionists say, as play, jouissance, or the free play of language an sciousness. Thinking is enriched. Writing in this mode can produce an im sion in discourse itself that doesn't occur when we sit and think-an immers in language that can entice us into ideas and perceptions we could not g planning.
Exploiting the ephemeral quality of writing is often a matter of exploiting chaos and incoherence. that putting down to be not a committing ourself to it but the opposite, a ting go of the burden of holding it in mind-a letting go of the burd having it shape our mind. Having let it go, our mind can take on a diff shape and go on to pick up a different thought.
In this way writing can function as a prosthesis for the mind-a surro mind instead of just a mouthpiece for the mind. For the mind is a structur meaning and so too is a piece of writing. The mind, as a structure of m ing, can grow and develop through stages and so too can a piece of wri Thus writing provides us with two organisms for thinking instead of just o two containers instead of just one; the thoughts can go back and forth, rich and grow. We think of writing as deriving meaning from the mind tha duces it, but when all goes well the mind derives meaning from the te produces. ( Thus the potentiality in writing that I want to highlight here does not just involve generative techniques for getting first drafts written quicker, but rather a genuine change in mentality or consciousness. The original development of writing long ago permitted a new mentality that fostered thinking that was more careful, detached, and logical. But along with it and the indelibility that makes writing valuable came also a mentality that tends to lock us into our views once we have carefully worked them out in writing. In contrast, the cultivation of writing as ephemeral fosters the opposite mentality whereby we use discourse (and writing in particular) not so much to express what we think but rather to develop and transform it.
Before going on to Section III, I should emphasize that the opposite claims in the first two sections-that writing is both more and also less indelible than speech-do not really undercut each other. My celebration of writing as ephemeral in no way diminishes the fact that writing is also the best medium for being careful, for getting things right, for "quality." I am unrepentant about insisting that we can have it both ways-if we learn how.
We need writing to help domesticate our minds (the title of Goody's book about the development of literacy is The Domestication o we also need writing as a way to unleash some cogni often lacking in a "literate" world too often lulled int up a pencil means planning and trying to get things r a social medium, seldom leads us to the conceptual wi need.
For not only is there no theoretical contradiction betw of writing, it turns out that they enhance or reinfor be more careful and get their final drafts righter when t time unhooking themselves from the demands of audi selves to get it wrong. And contrarily, people can be mor tality of nonsteering when they know they will turn sciousness-impose care and control and try for indeli goes to the real audience.
III. Writing as Similar to Speech
Having indicated two ways in which speech and writing a from each other, finally I want to argue how they are or ilar. I will proceed by focusing on a series of features ch and argue in each case why we should seek to foster them To exploit the speech-like qualities of writing as we tea ing to strength: capitalizing on the oral language skil sess and helping students apply those skills immediat writing-a way of helping with the crucial process On tion of the technology of writing."
(1) In informal speech situations we can utter our comfortably, naturally, unselfconsciously-with full at and no attention on how we actually form the signs or s meaning. We can come close to achieving this situati the use of "spontaneous writing" or "freewriting": w down whatever words come to mind-without regard forming words and without regard to the quality of give the writing to an audience-or if we do, the audi it for the meaning and doesn't respond (see Elbow, Po of Graves and Calkins shows how much we have tended to overestimate the amount of special knowledge or control of the medium people need for fluent and comfortable writing.
Speech is usually social and communal, writing solitary. But we can make writing communal too by having people write together and to each other in ways that are worth spelling out in more detail below.7 (2) Speech usually responds to a particular occasion and fits a particular context. It's not usually meant to last or be recorded-it's for a particular audience which is right there when the discourse is uttered and hears it right Shifting Relationships Between Speech and Writing 291 away. We can make all this happen in writing if we have student class or in small groups-particularly if they write about some issu tion in which they are involved-and have them immediately share other what they write. The audience is right there and known; the part of the context and the interaction of a particular group on a day. In speech, when something isn't clear, the audience asks for cl right away. We can invite this naturally to happen in response to writi (3) In speech, the response-immediate, of course-is usually a what has been said, not an evaluative comment on how it was said. And is almost invariably an invitation to the speaker to reply to the rep make this happen too in our teaching (though students often need c get out of the assumption that the only way to respond to a text is to it).
For of course the point of speech is often not to be a final or definitive state--ment but rather to keep the discourse going and produce more discourse in response-to sustain an ongoing dialogue or discussion. We can easily give writing this quality too by making our course a forum for constant writing-inresponse-to-each-other's-writing, that is, by stressing the ways in which writing naturally functions as an invitation to future writing or a reply to previous writing-which is how most writing in the world actually occurs. Paradoxically, it turns out that if we invite much of the writing in a course to be more temporary and speech-like (that is, if we relax some of the pretense of chirographic, i.e., formal, definitiveness), students often manage to achieve higher levels of text-like definitiveness or indelibility on the fewer pieces where we stress revision and transcendence of local context.
For obviously I am not arguing that we should exploit similarities to speech in all the writing we ask of students. Many of our assignments should stress indelibility-stress the need for tight, coherent, final drafts which are statements that could survive outside the context of local author and local audience. We can decide on how much writing to treat in one mode or the other depending on the students we are teaching. For example, if the course is for weak students who are scared or uncomfortable in their writing, I would go quite far in exploiting speech similarities.
Thus the teaching practices I have just described could be called condescending strategies: ways to manage the writing context so as to relax temporarily some of the inherent difficulties in writing as a medium.8 But I wish to go on now to stress how writing of the very highest quality-writing as good as any of us could possibly hope to achieve-not only can but should have many of the essential qualities somewhat misguidedly labelled "inherent in speech." (4) The best writing has voice: the life and rhythms of speech. Unless we actively train our students to speak onto paper, they will write the kind of dead, limp, nominalized prose we hate-or say we hate. We see the difference most clearly in extreme cases: experienced teachers learn that when they get a student who writes prose that is so tied in knots that it is impenetrable they need 292 College Composition and Communication only ask the student to say what she was getting at a most invariably speak the thought in syntax which is pe ly, even if sometimes inelegantly colloquial. If the stu to "speak the thought onto paper" and then simply cle writing would have been much better than her best "essa (5) Excellent writing conveys some kind of involvem (though sometimes a quiet non-obtrusive involvemen volvement is most characteristic of oral discourse. Th this quality of being somehow a piece of two-way com way--of seeming to be an invitation to the audience to ing to be a reply to what the audience had earlier thou to connect with the audience and take its needs into a most students-contrary to much recent received op social skill quite spontaneously and well in much of t audience, but they naturally enough neglect to use it in since the audience is l.ess clear to them. We can easily he writing their skill in connecting with an audience by hav often in a local context to a limited and physically pr they talk).
I am speaking here to what I see as a growing misconception about the inability of adolescents to "decenter": a dangerous tendency to make snap judgments about the level of a student's cognitive development on the basis of only a text or two-texts which are anything but accurate embodiments of how the student's mind really operates. Teachers and researchers sometimes describe the weakness of certain student writing as stemming from an inability to move past oral language strategies and a dependence on local audience and context.9 But in reality the weakness of those pieces of writing should often be given the opposite diagnosis: the student has drifted off into writing to no one in particular. Often the student need only be encouraged to use more of the strategies of oral discourse and the discourse snaps back into good focus, and along with it usually comes much more clarity and even better thinking.
(6) Commentators like to distinguish speech from writing by saying that speech is reticent: it invites listeners to fill in meanings from their involvement in the context and their knowledge of the speaker. Good writing, on the other hand (so this story goes), must make all the meanings explicit, must "lexicalize" or "decontextualize" all the meanings, and not require readers to fill in. But here too, this talk about the inherent nature of speech and writing is misguided. It is precisely a quality that distinguishes certain kinds of good writing that it makes readers contribute to or participate in the meanings, not just sit back and receive meanings that are entirely spelled out.
Deborah Tannen, a speech researcher, illuminates this confusion ("Oral and Literate," 89):
If one thinks at first that written and spoken language are very different, one may think as well that written literature-short stories, poems, Shifting Relationships Between Speech and Writing 293 and novels-are the most different from casual conversation of all. Q the contrary, imaginative literature has more in common with spo taneous conversation than with the typical written genre, exposito prose.
If expository prose is minimally contextualized-that is, the writer mands the least from the reader in terms of filling in background in mation and crucial premises-imaginative literature is maximally con tualized. The best work of art is the one that suggests the most to t reader with the fewest words. .... The goal of creative writers is to e courage their readers to fill in as much as possible. The more the rea supply, the more they will believe and care about the message in t work.
Although we can maximize the unstated only in imaginative literature, nevertheless, I believe it is unhelpful to go along with Tannen's oversimple contrast between imaginative and expository writing. Surely it is the mark of really good essays or expository writing, too, that they bring the reader in and get him or her to fill in and participate in the meanings, and thereby make those written meanings seem more real and believable. (I think of the expository writing of writers like Wayne Booth, Stephen Gould, or Lewis Thomas.) And even to the degree that imaginative literature is different from expository prose, we must not run away from it as a model for what gives goodness to good expository prose.
If we accept uncritically the assumption that "cognitive development" or "psychological growth" consists of movement from concrete "oral" modes to abstract "literate" modes, we are left with the implication that most of the imaginative literature we study is at a lower developmental and cognitive level than most of the expository writing turned in by students. I'm frightened at the tendency to label students cognitively retarded who tend to exploit those oral or concrete strategies that characterize so much good literature, namely narration, description, invested detail, and expression of feeling. I'm not trying to deny the burden of Piaget, Bruner, etc., etc., namely, that it is an important and necessary struggle to learn abstract reasoning, nor to deny that teaching it is part of our job as teachers of writing. Again I claim both positions. But there is danger in overemphasizing writing as abstract and nonspeech-like. (Even Bruner makes a similar warning in his recent work "Language, Mind.") (7) Commentators on orality and literacy tend to stress how speech works in time and writing in space. Ong is eloquent on the evanescence of speech because it exists only as sound and thus is lost in the unstoppable flow of time. In speech, past and future words do not exist (as they would do if they were part of a text): the only thing that exists is that fleeting present syllable that pauses on the tongue in its journey to disappearance. Speech and oral cultures are associated with narration-which takes time as its medium. Writing and literate cultures are associated with logic-which exists outside of time.
This is an important distinction and people like Ong are right to exploit its remarkably wide ramifications, but there is a danger here, too. In truth, writ-
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ing is also essentially time-bound. Readers are immers just as listeners are when they hear. We cannot take in can a picture or a diagram. We See only a few writte true that if we pause in our reading, we can in a sense st time and look back to earlier sections of the text, or look tions; I don't mean to underestimate the enormous con where such "back-" or "forward-scanning" is impossib sential process of reading a text is more like listening tial phenomenology involves being trapped in time an more than a few words at a time.
This point is not just theoretical. The problem wit lessly difficult writing is the way it pretends to exist as than in time. Such writing is hard to read because it access all at once to the many elements that the writ the text. The writer forces us repeatedly to stop and w tions or definitions or connections which he gave, it few pages, but which he does not bring to our mind them. (It often feels to the writer as though he's already we need when we are reading page two-even though w six-because he's already written page six when he re writers often assume that because they are making a talk, they are giving us a thing in space rather than leadin time, and that therefore they can pretend that we thing."10 One of the marks of good writers, on the other hand, is their recognition that readers, like listeners, are indeed trapped in the flow of time and can take in only a few words at a time. Good writers takes this as an opportunity, not just a problem. The drama of movement through time can be embodied in thinking and exposition as naturally as in stories. And the ability to engage the reader's time sense is not a matter of developing some wholly new skill or strategy, it is a matter of developing for writing that time-bound faculty we've all used in all speaking.
(8) By reflecting on how writing, though apparently existing in space, is essentially speech-like in that it works on readers in the dimension of time, we can throw important light on the peculiar difficulties of organizing or structuring a piece of writing.
In thinking about organization in writing we are tempted to use models from the spatial realm. Indeed our very conception of organization or structure tends to be spatial. Our sense, then, of what it means to be well organized or well structured tends to involve those features which give coherence to space-features such as neatness, symmetry, and non-redundancy. Giving good organization to something in time, however, is a different business because it means giving organization or structure to something of which we can grasp only one tiny fraction at any moment.
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A thought experiment. Imagine a large painting or photograph t well organized. Imagine next an ant crawling along its surface. Ho we have to modify that picture to make it "well organized" for the he cannot see the picture all at once, we would have to embed some plified reductions or capsule "overviews" of the whole picture at points in his path-especially where he starts and finishes. Otherwis never make sense of the barrage of close-up details he gets as he cra he would have no overall "big picture" or gestalt into which to integ details. But if we should make such modifications we would make t much "messier" from a visual point of view.
The plight of our ant points to the interesting work in compositi and cognitive science about "chunking" and short-and long-term and the magic number seven. (In effect, the ant needs the visual in "chunked" for him.) Because language is time-bound, its meanings tually enter our minds through our eyes-its meanings must detour memory. If eyes were enough, "chunking" would be much easier, f stalt psychology has shown, vision as a cognitive process involves th of gestalts, i.e., automatic chunking. (See G. A. Miller's classic ess Magical Number Seven.") Thus the test of good organization in writing-as in speech-is not er the text looks neat when diagrammed in an outline or some oth scheme, but whether it produces an experience of structure and cohere the audience in time. But how is this effect achieved? The issue is but I would suggest that certain common features of speech help function as coherent in time-and thus are helpful for creating the good structure in a text. We are more likely in speaking than in w give the quick forward-and backward-looking structural aids tha need when they are trapped in the flow of time. When we are speaking less likely to put our heads down and forget about the structural needs audience because our audience is right there before us.
Discourse is sometimes given coherence by the use of cyclical or s terns characteristic of speech-or a kind of wave-like repetition in w material is introduced only after some allusion (however brief) to the p terial needed for understanding the new material. This is the archetypa and-forth movement of waves on a beach which Auerbach (Mimesis) the rhythm of Old Testament poetry-or the homely "mowing lon pattern of movement where repeatedly you push the mower forward f and back two feet, so each piece of ground is covered twice: there i quick summary before going forward.11
Oddly enough, lists (that feature of oral and epic poetry) are remarka fective ways to give structure to discourse in time. As researchers ment design have noticed, written texts are often much more coherent ers when a connected chain of statements is reshaped into a main and a list of supporting or following items. Lists have an interesting co 296 College Composition and Communication characteristic: as we take in each item we tacitly reh that item is an instance of. Thus, a list is a way of in giving readers a reiterated sense of the main point witho explicitly for them.
Discourse is sometimes given coherence in time by phrases, metaphors, images, or resonant examples (not m lustrative but structural) which "chunk" or function Such recurring miniature units are characteristic of oral A phrase can continue to ring in the reader's ear or an pear in the mind's eye while trapped in the underbrush o structure or coherence to an experience in time.
The big picture problem is really a problem of how to g mind a pattern or relationship among elements while hav on only one of those elements. Imagine an essay with sections (as with the present essay). If we think of it above"-'that is, spatially-we see three emphases or f so many paintings and photographs are organized trian the picture together is the fact that in the realm of visi of the three main areas yet simultaneously retain our vie our sense of how they relate to the one we are lookin the other hand, we can read only one small part at a t experience the relationship or interaction of the three part Thus the problem of structure in a temporal medium of how to bind time. Whereas symmetry and pattern bin smaller units of time-in the form of rhythm), they don hold larger units of time together. What binds larger un is the experience of anticipation or tension which the tion or Satisfaction. In well-structured discourse, mus media) we almost invariably see a pattern of alternatin nance or itching-and-scratching. Narrative is probably natural way to set up a structure of anticipation and res But how do we bind time with patterns of anticipat essays or expositiory writing?12 Here the tension or itch almost always the experience of some problem or uncerta conveyed to the reader. Unless there is a felt questi itch-the time remains unbound. The most common r don't hang together is that the writing is all statem answer: the reader is not made to experience any co serve as a "net" or "set" to catch all these statements or answers. Without an itch or a sense of felt problem, nothing holds the reader's experience gether-however well the text itself might summarize the parts. (This is common problem in the essays of students since they so often suppose th essays are only for telling, not for wondering.) I wish workers on cohere and cohesion would focus more on the ways in which writers convey a se Shifting Relationships Between Speech and Writing 297 of felt problem or itch. Surely that does more to hold texts together t peated words or phrases.
If it seems as though I'm trying to fiddle with our sense of stru texts, I must plead guilty. For I think that we often call texts well stru when they are merely "neat" or symmetrical, but really don't hold we "look through" our temporal experience of the text to a project of the meanings. Particularly as academics, we are trained to read Other readers--"popular" or informal readers-often do not notice t poral neatness and so feel such texts as incoherent. Yet on the other ha readers are sometimes satisfied with the structure of texts that are les we would call them sprawling-because the writer has been able to those sprawling elements together experientially in time.
Have I gone too far? Obviously this is a tangled matter. For we y neatness, economy, and spatial structure in our texts: poor writing poor because of the lack of these features. The problems of structure in are subtly difficult. Because of the confusion introduced into our v of structure by the pervasive metaphor of space, I suspect that we waiting for the help we need in showing us simple and valid mode structure in time. If we want to explain the structure of well-ordered ry writing, we probably would do well to look to studies of the st music and film and poetry. (See, for example, Meyer and Zuckerkan sic.)
Yet we mustn't plead ignorance too fast. As speakers, everyone has had extensive experience organizing discourse in time to make it coherent to listeners. (I admit that coherent speech is rare-but not as rare as coherent writing. And it is true that we speak in dialogue more often than in monologuebut we have had more experience with monologue than with writing.) Thus, continual experience with speaking of all sorts-even experience in not being understood and then clarifying our meaning-has built up for all speakers extensive intuitive skill at organizing discourse in time.
Thus we do well to exploit these intuitive, time-oriented speech skills when we try to organize our writing (particularly expository or conceptual writing where organizational problems are most difficult). When we tell ourselves to "be careful about organization" or to "give good structure" to our text, we tend to think in terms of building blocks laid out in space, and thus we often fail to give our readers an experience of coherence and clarity (however neatly we pattern our blocks). If, on the other hand, we think of our structural problem as that of trying to speak a long monologue so it is coherent to listeners in time, we are more likely to invoke crucial temporal organizational skills at two levels:
(a) In the large, overall structure of our text, we are more likely to "tell the story" as it were of our thinking. This doesn't usually mean turning it into actual narrative (although that needn't be ruled out as the most natural and effective structure for thinking), but rather saying, "Where does this thinking start? Where is it going? And where is it trying to g speak a monologue will get us to find the larger moveme us intuitively to appeal to the faculty of hearing and me matics.
(b) In the smaller structures of our text, we are even more likely to appeal directly to hearing if we think of ourselves as speaking a monologue, and this will help us naturally chunk shorter sequences of information or thinking (from one to several paragraphs) into "heard" units which will cohere and thus be more easily understood and remembered.
So here again my point is that in order to make writing good we should try to make it like speech. When we structure speech we naturally exploit our time sense, our hearing, and our memory; and we naturally build in patterns of tension and resolution, not just arrangement of parts. (9) A final reason why writing needs to be like speech. Perhaps it is fanciful to talk of speech having a magic that writing lacks-call it presence, voice, or pneuma-but the truth is that we tend to experience meaning somehow more in spoken words than written ones. (Socrates and Husserl make this point: See Searle, "The Word Turned Upside Down.") This vividness of speech is illustrated in academic conferences where people speak written papers out loud. Because we are listening to writing presented orally, we may notice in a curiously striking way how it seldom seems as semantically "inhabited" or "presenced" as speech.
Of course most of us can convey more meaning by reading a written essay out loud than by trying to give a speech from notes-more precisely, clearly, and quickly too. Yet the moment-to-moment language of a recited essay (even if more precise) is almost invariably less "full of meaning" than the language of our actual live speech (even if that speech has some stumbling and lack of precision). In short, writing seems to permit us to get more meaning into words (get more said more quickly), but speech helps get our meanings integrated more into our words.
But why should it be that we seem to experience the meaning more in spoken words than written words? Is it just because spoken words are performed for us and so we get all those extra cues from seeing the speaker, hearing how she speaks-all those rhythms and tonalities? That is important, but there's something else that goes deeper: in listening to speech we are hearing mental activity going on-live; in reading a text we are only encountering the record of completed mental events. It's not that the audience has to receive the words while the mental activity is going on, but that the language has to be created while the mental activity is going on: the language must embody or grow out of live mental events. The important simultaneity is not between meaningmaking and hearing, but between meaning-making and the production or emergence of language. The crucial question for determining whether discourse achieves "presence" is whether the words produced are an expression of something going on or a record of something having gone on.
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To speak is (usually) to give spontaneous verbal substance to mental occurring right at that moment in the mind. Even when we are stuc tongue-tied we seldom remain silent for long: Billy Budd is the exce Usually we say something about our inability to figure out what to write, however, is usually to rehearse mental events inside our heads putting them down. (Someone's speech usually sounds peculiar if he reh his words in his head before speaking them.)
My hypothesis then, is that when people produce language as they a gaged in the mental event it expresses, they produce language with par features-features which make an audience feel the meanings very m those words. Here then is an important research agenda for discourse a what are the language features that correlate with what people experi the semantic liveness of speech? (See Halpern, "Differences," for a start at job.) Such research would have very practical benefits for writing theory, since of course writing can be as alive as speech. What characterizes much excellent writing is precisely this special quality of lively or heightened semantic presence. It's as though the writer's mental activity is somehow there in the words on the page-as though the silent words are somehow alive with her meaning.
When a writer is particularly fluent, she has the gift of doing less internal rehearsal. The acts of figuring out what she wants to say, finding the words, and putting them down somehow coalesce into one act-into that integrative meaning-making/language-finding act which is characteristic of speech. But even beginners (or writing teachers) can achieve this liveliness and presence when they engage in freewriting or spontaneous writing. It is this semantic presence which often makes freewriting seem peculiarly lively to read. One of the best directions for coaching freewriting is to tell oneself or one's students to "talk onto the paper."
Of course we cannot usually produce a carefully-pondered and well-ordered piece of writing by talking onto paper. In any piece of writing that has been a struggle to produce, there is often a certain smell of stale sweat. And freewriting or spontaneous speech may be careless or shallow (the meaning is in the words but the amount of meaning is very small). But if we learn to talk onto paper and exploit the speech-like quality possible in writing, we can have the experience of writing words with presence, and thereby learn what such writing feels like-in the fingers, in the mouth, and in the ear. This experience increases our chances of getting desirable speech qualities into the writing we revise and think through more carefully.
IV. Conclusion
I have argued three contrary claims: writing is essentially unlike spee cause it is more indelible; writing is essentially unlike speech becaus more ephemeral; and writing is essentially like speech. My goal is to st pie from talking so much about the inherent nature o them talking more about the different ways we can u seek to celebrate the flexibility of writing as a mediu need to develop more control over ourselves as we write our writing process more judiciously and flexibly. Let ages for the writer (one to match each claim)--and w tality.
First, I see the writer clenched over her text, writing very slowly-indeed pondering more than writing-trying to achieve something permanent and definitive: questioning everything, first in her mind before she writes the phrase, then after she sees it on paper. She is intensely self-critical, she tries to see every potential flaw-even the flaws that some unknown future reader might find who is reading in an entirely different context from that of her present audience. She is using the "new" technology of indelible writing that Ong and others speak of and thereby enhancing her capacity for careful abstract thinking by learning to separate the knower from the known. She is learning the mentality of detachment.
Second, I see the writer in a fine frenzy: scribbling fast, caught up in her words, in the grip of language and creation. She is writing late at night-not because of a deadline but because the words have taken over: she wants to go to bed but too much is going on for her to stop. She has learned to relinquish some control. She has also learned to let herself write things she would never show to anyone--at first anyway. By exploiting the ephemeral underside of writing, she learns to promote the mentality of wildness with words-the mentality of discourse as play. And perhaps most important, she has learned to promote the mentality of involvement in her words rather than of detachment or separation. But because that involvement is so totally of the moment, she knows she may well write a refutation tomorrow night of what she is writing tonight. She writes to explore and develop her ideas, not just express them.
Third, I see the writer at her desk conjuring up her audience before her in her mind's eye as she writes. She is looking at them, speaking to them-more aware of the sound of her spoken words in her ear than the sight of her written words on paper. She is the writer as raconteur, the writer with the gift of gab.
She is not "composing" a text or "constructing" a document in space-she is "uttering" discourse in time; she is not "giving things" to her readers, she is leading readers on a mental journey. She is a bit of a dramatist, using discourse as a way to do things to people. She is involved with her discourse through being involved with her audience. Often her audience is a genuine community and her writing grows out of her sense of membership in it.
Is one of these modes of writing better? I don't believe so. Yet in the end I think there is a single best way to write: to move back and forth among them.
And I believe there is a particular mentality which the technology of writing is peculiarly suited to enhance (as speech is not), namely the play of mentalities.
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We can learn to be all three writers imaged above. Writing can sho to move back and forth between cognitive processes and mentalitie first may seem contradictory, but which if exploited will heighten force each other.
Notes
